
 

 

SMS Codes for e-way bills 
  

 
 
This document covers the SMS codes to be used for          
the following actions: 
 
1. Generate the e-way bills - supplier 

2. Generate the e-way bills - Transporter 

3. Update vehicle details on e-way bills 

4. Cancel the e-way bills 
 
Note:  To  know more about  how  to use the SMS  facility, Click here 
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https://taxupindia.com/generate-modify-or-delete-eway-bill-using-sms/


 

 
1. If you are a supplier, Generate the e-way bills by 
    SMS using below codes : 
 
 
Each  parameter  along  with the  inputs is as follows: 
 
 
 

SNo Parameter Description What should be the Input? 

1 EWBG E-Way  Bill  Generate Fixed/  Use  this as it is 

2 TranType Type of the  Transaction. 
  
  
  

Use Codes for Transaction Types : 
OSUP  -  Outward Supply,  
OEXP  - Outward Export,  
OJOB - Outward Job  Work,  
 OSCD  - Outward SKD/CKD, 
ORNK  - Outward Recipient  Not Known, 
OFOU  - Outward For  Own Use, 
OEOF - Outward Exhibitions & Fairs,     
OLNS - Outward Line  Sales, 
OOTH  - Outward Others  
ISUP  - Inward Supply,  
IIMP  - Inward Import,  
ISCD  - Inward SKD/CKD, 
IJWR - Inward  Job Work Returns,  
ISLR  - Inward Sales  Returns, 
IEOF - Inward Exhibitions & Fairs,      
IOTH - Inward  Others. 

3 RecGSTIN Enter "Recipient's GSTIN" as    
provided by GST or Enter     
"URP" if he/she is    
UnRegistered  Person 

15 digit  GSTIN or  "URP" 

4 DelPinCode PIN Code of the Place of      
Delivery of the Goods as per      
Invoice 

Fixed 6 digit  PIN  Code 
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SNo Parameter Description What should be the Input? 

5 InvNo Invoice or Bill Number of the      
Document of  the goods 

Upto 15 digit      alphanumeric 
with valid  special characters 

6 InvDate Invoice or Bill Date of the      
Document of  the goods 

Date in DD/MM/YYYY  format 

7 TotalValu
e 

Total  Invoice / Bill  Value of 
the  Goods 

Upto 15 numeric value having upto      
2 decimal  places 

8 HSNCode HSN  Code of the  Goods At Least 2 digit  of HSN Code 

9 ApprDist Approximate Distance in KMs    
covered between consignor and    
consignee 

Numeric 

10 Vehicle Vehicle Number  which will 
carry the  goods 

AB12AB1234 or AB12A1234  or 
AB121234  or ABC1234 Format 
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2. If you are a transporter, Generate the e-way bills by 
    SMS using below codes : 
 
 
Each  parameter  along  with the  inputs is as follows: 
 
 
 

SNo Parameter Description What should be the Input? 

1 EWBT E-Way  Bill  Generate Fixed/  Use  this as it is 

2 TranType Type of the  Transaction. 
  
  
  

Use Codes for Transaction Types : 
OSUP  -  Outward Supply,  
OEXP  - Outward Export,  
OJOB - Outward Job  Work,  
 SCD  - Outward SKD/CKD, 
ORNK  - Outward Recipient  Not Known, 
OFOU  - Outward For  Own Use, 
OEOF - Outward Exhibitions & Fairs,     
OLNS - Outward Line  Sales, 
OOTH  - Outward Others  
ISUP  - Inward Supply,  
IIMP  - Inward Import,  
ISCD  - Inward SKD/CKD, 
IJWR - Inward  Job Work Returns,  
ISLR  - Inward Sales  Returns, 
IEOF - Inward Exhibitions & Fairs,      
OTH - Inward  Others. 

3 SuppGSTIN Enter Supplier’s GSTIN, as    
provided by GST or Enter “URP”      
if he  / she is    Unregistered  Person 

15 digit  GSTIN or  "URP" 

4 RecGSTIN Enter Recipient’s GSTIN, as    
provided by GST or Enter “URP”      
if he  / she is  Unregistered  Person 

15 digit  GSTIN or  "URP" 
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SNo Parameter Description What should be the Input? 

5 DelPinCode PIN Code of the Place of      
Delivery of the Goods as per      
Invoice 

Fixed 6 digit  PIN  Code 

6 InvNo Invoice or Bill Number of the      
Document of  the goods 

Upto 15 digit  alphanumeric with 
valid special  characters 

7 InvDate Invoice or Bill Date of the      
Document of  the goods 

Date in DD/MM/YYYY  format 

8 TotalValu
e 

Total  Invoice / Bill  Value of 
the  Goods 

Upto 15 numeric value with 2      
decimal  places 

9 HSNCode HSN  Code of the  Goods At least 2 digit  of  HSN Code 

10 ApprDist Approximate Distance in KMs    
covered between consignor and    
consignee 

Numeric 

11 Vehicle Vehicle Number  which will 
carry the  goods 

AB12AB1234 or AB12A1234  or 
AB121234  or ABC1234 Format 
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3. If you are a supplier or transporter, Update the vehicle 
    Number on e-way bills by SMS using below codes : 
 
Each  parameter  along  with the  inputs is as follows: 
 
 

SNo Parameter Description What should be the input? 

1 EWBV E-Way  Bill  Vehicle Update Fixed/  Use  this as it is 

2 EWBNo E-Way  Bill  Number 12 digit  numeric  value 

3 Vehicle Vehicle Number which will carry     
the  goods 

AB12AB1234 or AB12A1234  or 
AB121234  or ABC1234 Format 

4 ReasCode Reason  for changing the  vehicle FST – First Vehicle, BRK – Break       
Down, 
TRS – Transshipment, OTH -     
Others 
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4. If you are a supplier or transporter, Cancel the e-way bills            
by SMS using below codes: 
 
Each  parameter  along  with the  inputs is as follows: 
 
 

SNo Parameter Description What should be the Input? 

1 EWBC E-Way  Bill  Cancel Fixed/  Use  this as it is 

2 EWBNo E-Way  Bill  Number 12 digit  numeric  value 
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